40 YEARS OF RUNNING in the BUNBURY MARATHON AND HALF MARATHON
(Now the Bunbury 3 Waters Running Festival)
1998
The 1998 marathon was to be over a revised course, thanks to Steve Stone and Steve
Jones who measured and had the course accredited with Athletics Australia.
Measuring a course is a marathon effort on its own!
Another innovation this year was the separate starting times for the events – 7 am for
the marathon and 8 am for the half. The idea was that there would always be another
runner in sight on the course and runners finishing closer together thus shortening the
overall time of the event for all concerned.
The whiteboard covering most of one wall of the new clubrooms was erected for this,
the 17th annual marathon.
The aim here was to encourage, or shame, runners by entering the amount of training
they completed each week.
Encouragement was also given to novices in both events, although how they liked
being described as horses is a moot point.
Karen Gobby won the women’s half marathon in 1.24.56.
The number of participants increased on the previous year which Ian Gibbs attributed
in part to promotion on the Internet. There were 62 starters in the marathon and 142 in
the half.
The reputation of this event as the friendly marathon continues to grow.
Conditions were windy, especially along Ocean Drive. One competitor claimed she
was greatly assisted by each of the 100 metre markers counting down the last
kilometre.
Community involvement is an important part of the event – the ambulance, police, little
athletics, scouts and cycle club members all participate.
While the race is expensive to run, given sponsorship continues to be from Medibank
Private, nett profit from the 1998 event totalled $2,901.
This was the 10th year of sponsorship from Medibank Private.
The Marathon was won by Michihito Muroi 2:42:52, from Chris Maher 2:45:11 and Brett
Williams 2:47:35
Sally Vaughn won the Marathon 3:21:00 from Fiona Collins 3:30:54 and Mary Jane
Simkovic 3:38:51

The half was won by a new name Michael Dickason 1:17:00 and local Ben Larsson
1:19:37 with Keith Yardley 3rd 1:20:11
Karen Gobby Wins again 1:24:56 with Robin King 1.33.08 and Rosemary Johnson
1:36:21

1999
Planning for the 1999 event began with a letter from Ian Gibbs to Medibank in June of
1998 with that year’s event barely off the calendar.
The 3rd weekend in May seems to be the ideal date for the marathon.
Stephen Dunn was this year’s invited runner for his 50th marathon.
Don Lang discovered our event on the ‘Net’ – he has run a marathon in every US state
and was listed as the most prolific marathon runner in the world chose Bunbury for his
Western Australian challenge. Running a marathon a week and competing in 17
countries, Don completed 297 marathons in Bunbury at 65 year young.

Don Lang accepts a gift from Medibank and the Club for making our event globally
recognised

Alma and John Gilmour came down for the weekend with John’s co-author and fellow
runner Richard Harris.

The relay was introduced this year for those who want to enjoy the atmosphere without
running the full distance.
Another innovation was the corporate challenge.
Competitors numbered 50 in the full and 150 in the half and one team of four in the
relay.
Unfortunately this was the last event sponsored by Medibank Private a wonderful 14
year association.
Conditions were windy, but no rain and the wind dropped as the day went on.
The canteen was a great success again, thanks to Chris Hastie, Gail Parker and Annie
Malone. Debbie Andrews was the initiator of this aspect of the marathon and it has
gone from strength to strength.
Mark Page wins 2:33:30 at a jog from Chris Maher 2.42.44 and Michihito Muroi 2:49:17
Mark like Bob Del A Mott noted previously had emigrated from South Africa and had
also been the victim of the great Bruce Fordyce in the Comrades marathon with 2 very
close second places.
Catherine Mc Master 2:34:58 wins from Maryjane Simkovic 3:42:48
The half was a welcome revisit to Bunbury by John West 1:19:25 from Mick Francis
1:19:38 in one of the closest finishes Paul Odam 1:19 44. , 19 seconds separating all
3.

Dr Cecil Walkley receives an Age Group prize

